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1. INTRODUCTION 

The present study is an attempt to forward a linguistic analysis of the effect of interpreting figures of 

speech English/French/Arabic. The researcher of this article will try to draw an analytic strategy to be 

followed by interpreters, but not a comprehensive one. It will forward some cases that maybe faced by 

interpreters in real cases, political conferences, press conferences, meetings translated simultaneously 

or instantaneously; or similar cases in which he/she may be called. There will be some suggestions of 

solutions or steps to take to avoid interpreting figures of speech in a false manner. 

The study is also a plea of interpreting: The interpreter will lay down and may convey a speech or an 

oral address or discourse, in real time, instantaneously or immediately, respecting the tone, rhythm, 

speed, culture, and stress of the speaker. 

As the figures of speech are found abundantly in the literary language, the examples studied here in 

after don‟t concern how to interpret literary speech or units, or texts, instead they are examples analysed 

with an attempt to see how some figures of speech may be interpreted from English/French/Arabic 

once existed in a speech. In fact, figures of speech are a wide and complex field that necessitate a 

broad study, however, the author will tackle them, namely: alliteration, metaphors, oxymoron, 

euphemism, onomatopoeia and specifically, or with focus drawn on their oral use, due to the fact that 

interpreting means the process of translating a speech, in real time immediately and simultaneously. 

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

There is an increase in the number of conferences, contacts on the international level, conflicts, 

treaties, commercial contacts etc… which make a huge increase and a need for translation and 
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interpretation services. Some scholars and professional interpreters think of decreasing or increasing 

the number of the trainee interpreters, and the professional ones in an attempt for resolving problems 

such as those of figures of speech. Others claim the teaching of the figures of speech, idioms, 

proverbs, and the like, into the schools of translation as requirement or vital necessity. 

However, the problem is not on the level of decreasing or increasing the number of translation 

students or learning terms by heart. Let us see what the analyses reveal to us as readers of the 

present study. 

3. STUDY QUESTIONS 

 What are the difficulties encountered by the interpreter while translating instantaneously a figure 

of speech? 

 How can interpreting figures of speech be challenging in the framework of simultaneous 

interpretation of conferences? 

 To what extend interpreting figures of speech is profitable when it is done professionally? 

4. STUDY HYPOTHESES 

 There are difficulties encountered by the interpreter while translating instantaneously or 

simultaneously a figure of speech. 

 Interpreting figures of speech can be challenging in the framework of simultaneous interpretation 

of conferences. 

 Interpreting figures of speech is profitable when it is done professionally. 

5. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are some works on the issue of figures of speech, in general. James Nolan conducted works and 

wrote a chapter on figures of speech and translating them, simultaneously, in: English/French and 

Spanish. However, there are insufficient works on figures of speech, especially trilingual ones and 

mainly in the field of interpretation. Figures of speech are normally conducted in the framework of 

literary works and prose. 

As well there are differences on view points as regard to the method of interpreting figures of speech: 

should it be literally or by equivalences. 

Some international schools of interpretation such as l‟école supérieure d‟interprétariat et de 

traduction, (L‟ESIT) at Paris, proceed generally in the framework of what they call “La théorie du 

sens” (the theory of meaning): This method is contested by linguists who consider the meaning 

(semantics) as a branch of linguistics, so (L‟ESIT) is rejecting linguistics and at the same time it 

adopts its theories and says: translation is a theory which practice is done outside the framework of 

linguistics. This is denied by, the researcher, translators, interpreters and scholars adopting 

linguistics methods. Anyway, the ESIT is a School known for its contribution in the question of 

interpretation and translation. 

Other interpreters and translators don‟t focus on translation and interpretation away from the linguistic 

studies, which include: sociolinguistic theory, theories of pragmatics and some other approaches that 

consider meaning and word-to-word translation methods. 

Finally, some scholars such as Newman P., in the UK handle the matter in the framework of 

linguistics. However, others like Nida E., in the USA link translation, in general, to culture. Some 

famous linguists don‟t even consider idioms, proverbs and figurative language as part of our cognitive 

system, so the figures of speech and idioms have no underplayed role in the generative grammar (see, 

Chomsky 1993). 

6. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The investigation used herein consists of studying and analysing five types of figures of speech. Some 

examples and expressions are extracted from the Oxford Dictionary of Idioms (2005)
1
. Other 

                                                           
1
 The Oxford Dictionary of Idioms (2nd ed.). Oxford: Oxford University Press. ISBN 0-19-861055-6. 
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examples are chosen randomly to point out the differences in the linguistic and cultural equivalences, 

if any, that may be obtained once we translate, simultaneously, the expression mentioned hereunder 

into French and then into Arabic languages. 

7. ASSUMPTIONS AND ANALYSES 

7.1. Interpreting and Figures of Speech 

Before developing this study, the researcher would like to define the two major concepts and words 

discussed in the present research, which are interpreting and the figure of speech. 

7.2. What is Interpreting 

The author of the present study, defines interpreting, in one of his books, entitled ‘Theories, 

Categories and processes of Translation, and Some of their Roles in the Translation of the Holy 

Qur’an into English, Salsabeel Printing Press, Khartoum’ as follows: “In the process of 

interpreting, the interpreter follows spontaneously and simultaneously the speech of a speaker. The 

first may be in a booth; the latter delivers his address or speech, in front of a public as in political, 

scientific or press conferences. Sometimes, the interpretation takes place with a written text, and, in 

other times, he may have some data on the subject treated in the conference or the gathering 

concerned. This feature links this act of translation to the written one‘ (Adam Hamid, 2018). 

In consequence it links it to our research. In fact, what makes a figure of speech a challenging 

expression in interpretation is that it depends on cultural phenomena and allocutions rather than 

terminological features or items. 

It is clear that the purpose or objective of the present study is to illustrate and draw out principles for 

interpreting figures of speech instantaneously, if possible. 

7.3. Interpreting Figures of Speech: Examples 

7.3.1. What is a Figure of Speech? 

In this research the author defines a figure of speech as: A word or a phrase that has a meaning 

different from the literal one suggested by its usage in the daily life language. However, a good 

interpreter or speaker of a language may guess the meaning of a figure of speech, due to the fact that 

it is not like an idiom which has a meaning absolutely the linguistic form and the grammatical rules 

don’t suggest. 

James Nolan (2005), writes about figures of speech describing them as follows: “Words are often 

used to form units of meanings in ways that convey more than what the rules of grammar dictate. 

(p.67).” 

So, rendering figures of speech in a TL with the suitable equivalent necessitates intelligence, 

knowledge and broad culture from the interpreter. 

7.3.2. Complexity and Difficulty of Interpreting Figures of Speech 

Interpreting or translating, simultaneously, a euphemism or a metaphor constitutes a challenging 

process to the interpreter, unless he/she has a broad, deep linguistic and cultural knowledge of the 

languages into which, of course, the figure of speech is to be conveyed. However, the interpreter 

should, look for the equivalent figure of speech in the TL. In case of not having one immediately, as 

the process of interpretation necessitates, he/she has to focus on the meaning of the figure of speech. 

The complexity of interpreting from English into Arabic is that the two languages are not of the same 

family. Moreover, the cultures of both languages are not identical due to the difference in their 

respective cultural and linguistic sources. 

As we are going to analyse the abovementioned figures of speech in the three (03) languages of the 

present study, it would be better to treat, briefly, their specifications. French, as known, is a Latin 

language, but due to the colonisation and the modern international Institutions, it became the 

second language used worldwide. 

The English language, is known to be a Germanic language that had spread in the globe and became, 

the first language used in the world as regard to the number of countries that speak it, mainly the UK, 

USA, Canada, Australia, India, Nigeria, and many other educated people or those working with 
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international Entities, and organisations. 

As the Arabic language is concerned, it is a Semitic language, spoken by twenty-two countries of 

Africa and Asia and many other peoples of the Islamic religion. The latter aspect gives the Arabic 

language the feature of a language required for specific religious reasons which are not the subject of 

our study. 

a) How to Interpret the Figures of Speech? 

How to proceed, in case of differences in culture or that the figure of speech in one source language 

has no direct equivalent in the target language? 

As an interpreter translates a speech immediately or instantaneously from one language i n to 

another he/she should be well trained to convey the meaning or image that doesn‟t exist in the target 

language (TL). The problem is, sometimes, in two languages there may exist ironies or metaphors 

that are different from the target language. The challenging issue is that the interpreter has only 

seconds to convey the meaning. In case of shortcomings in the terminology of the interpreter, 

or the non-existence of the metaphor or the euphemism in his/her language, there will be 

misleading or literal simultaneous translation that may cause problems. It will be more disastrous 

interpretation once the meaning is literal such as we shall see, hereunder, giving examples from the 

three languages treated in this study. 

To Interpret The figures of Speech: The interpreter should proceed by rendering the figure of speech 

of the SL by an equivalent figure of speech in the TL. Or at least, he/she looks for the meaning, in 

case of lacunae in the TL. As professional interpreter you should not keep silent while the speaker 

continues to deliver his address or speech. Think of the meaning of the figure of speech to convey in 

case of remembering a suitable equivalent in the TL. For so doing, the interpreter may apply the 

method of one-to-one literal Translation (See Newmark 1988, 69). In other words, the interpreter 

should try to give the figure of a speech, e.g a metaphor by a similar equivalent metaphor, proverb 

by a proverb, and so on. This is a method to avoid silence while the speaker of the SL speaks or 

avoid skipping an image, colour etc… that the speaker of the SL desires to convey to the concerned 

audience. However, if the interpreter tackles the speech or sentences by literal translation the 

result may be disastrous or a nonsense. 

b) Problems that May Render the Interpreting of the Figures of Speech Difficult 

The researcher thinks of some problems that may render the translation of the figures of 

speech difficult compared to the normal speech or that which contains non-specialised terms or a 

speech of common aspect. Hereunder are some suggested of these problems: 

 Lack of time due to the oral aspect of interpretation. It is evident that a translator has the time to 

consult dictionaries to look for the exact meaning of the figure of the speech, but the interpreter 

has no time. Moreover, the problem may be: 

 The Non-existence of an equivalent figure of speech in target language TL. 

 Some figures of speech, which are concerned with sounds such as alliteration, anaphora, and 

assonance, will be impossible to translate between an Indo-European Germanic language such as 

the English language and a Semitic language like the Arabic language. So, alliteration, assonance 

and the like of figures of speech will not be treated, herein, aiming at suggesting suitable 

translation, for them. They will, mainly, be translations suggested to look for the meaning. 

7.4. Alliteration 

In alliteration, the same consonant sound is used at the beginning of a series of words to create an 

effect, like a musical one. It is used in poetry and prose. Hereunder, the researcher shall give the 

famous example of Sally: 

„Sally sells seashells on the seashore‘. 

A French interpreter will render this sentence given, here-above, to play on the sounds by: 

‘Sally vend des coquillages au bord de la mer’ 

The interpreter has no way out, but to render the interpretation in Arabic, by the linguistic equivalent 

looking for the meaning. 

Presupposition: „رجٛغ سبنٙ انقٕاقغ ػهٗ سبحم انجحز‟ 
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Likewise, writers and speakers use 'assonance' to create the same effect similar to that of 'alliteration'. 

But „assonance‟ is a figure of speech that will not be analysed and developed in this study due to 

the same problem of differences in the sounds of the English and the Arabic languages, studied 

herein. 

7.5. Metaphor 

A metaphor is an important figure of speech in which a word or phrase is used to refer to another 

through hidden similarities, but without using „as‟ which is used in simile. If translated literally, a 

metaphor will lose its colour and objective, due to the inapplicability of the similarities looked for. 

To give an example of a metaphor see here-below: 

- To fish in troubled water. 

This metaphor would not be easy to interpret in case of working in a conference on a certain 

political conflict. But, in case of working in a conference on fishing, or if the interpreter comes 

from a fishing region, he/she may think there is a conflict between two countries as regard to 

territorial waters and fishing industry. So, he/she may miss the comparison laid in the metaphor. 

Someone may say: “The context will render the metaphor easy to translate”. However, in case of 

using it in the context of conflicts a problem will raise. 

As well, the concerned metaphor may have rendered into French, immediately by: 

- Pêcher dans des eaux troublées‘ ; which is the equivalent metaphor that means in French (Profiter 

d'une situation quelconque, de troubles, pour s’aligner avec quelqu’un.) 

Here, the interpreter should have sufficient knowledge of the culture of the French language 

to understand that the metaphor means: during periods of trouble, one gets profit of a situation to 

take side to someone. 

Likewise, to simultaneously translate the previous English saying, into the Arabic language, an 

interpreter may say: 

 ...) أمىاج وبها عكرة أو مشكلات بها مياي في تصطاد.(

In the previous suggested interpretation, the interpreter may not have sufficient baggage to convey 

the implied meaning the metaphor always carries. However, an interpreter with a deep culture 

and knowledge of the languages concerned, will render the expression by: ( لعكرةا  .(أوت) تصطاد في المياي 

An interpreter is expected to render, instantaneously, a speech in real time, in a TL. For so 

doing he/she should be familiar and fluent in the working languages of the concerned gathering or 

meeting where speeches are to be delivered. If a person grows up in the UK, for example, and he 

knows the Arabic language well, he/she would have less difficulties to render similar metaphors. As 

well, in case of growing up in an Arab state, with adequate training, he/she will have the ability and 

capability for rendering such metaphors into a TL. 

7.6. Translation of the Figures of Speech of the SL by Cultural Equivalent in the TL 

e.g. 'You are the apple of my eye'. 

This phrase means that the person whom the speaker talks about is favourite to him/her, like the 

pupil of one‟s own eye. Everybody loves his sight and eyes to the extreme. A question may pass 

through the mind of a beginner interpreter: Should the interpreter, in case of not knowing an 

equivalent in the TL, try to look for an equivalent anyway? Or, to translate the concerned figure 

of speech literally, which is a method to avoid, due to the loss of meaning that may result from such 

a process? 

In French this figure of speech may be translated by: 

'Tu es la pomme de mon cœur' 

Which is a non-literal translation. The French speaks of his heart and not his eyes. 

In Arabic, it may be rendered by: 

 which is literal. An experienced interpreter looks in the Arabic culture and fiends the ’أوت إوسان عيىي‘

unit: 
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 اَذ َٕر ػُٛٙ،
 أٔ ’ أَذ رثٛغ قهجٙ‘

The first expression speaks of the favourite person as the „light of the eye‟. No apple is evoked. The 

second Arabic phrase exists literally and may be extracted from the Islamic culture. It uses the image 

of „spring‟ of the heart. 

Another example is extracted from the working field: 

e.g. ‘He is a horse at firm’ 

As the target languages, are the French and the Arabic ones, the researcher suggests that the image of 

the 'hose‘ may be treated in French as follows: turned into an image of the surroundings: 

- C‘est un cheval au travail, ou : C’est un vrai cheval à l’usine. 

While in Arabic we may have the image of the horse  (ٌانحصب)  and the camel (انجًم). The „camel‟ is the 

symbol of force, loyalty, patience, endurance etc… for the Arab people. 

  ‘ْٕ جًم فٙ انؼًم ’ : أٔ.   ْٔذِ رزجًخ حزفٛخ‘ْٕ حصبٌ فٙ انؼًم’

. ٔرؼزجز ْذِ انززجًخ صٕرح يٍ انجٛئخ انثقبفٛخ نكُٓب قد لا رفٓى

. انخ. ٚؼًم ثجد شدٚد:  قٕٖ ، أٔ:ْٕ قٕ٘ يثبثز، أٔ: ػهّٛ، َزٖ أٌ ٚززجى انًؼُٗ انًقصٕد ثأٌ ٚقٕل

Therefore, the interpreter should avoid using words that may embarrass or discomfort the speaker as 

well as the audience or listeners: Not to use words from the environment such as 'donkey‘, or 'bull‘, 

to render the word ‘horse‘. 

But anyway, the word ‘horse’ should not be rendered by a word like ‘donkey’ or ‘monkey’ which 

despite the force of the first and the vivacity in the movement of the latter, are humiliating in 

Arabic culture. 

Likewise, the image of the ‘dog’, in case used by a speaker, should also be rendered by a cultural 

equivalent. 

أٔ رثًب رزك َفس انًجبس لاٌ كثٛز يٍ انؼزة خبصخ انذٍٚ ٚقطٌُٕ افزٚقٛب ٔانصٛبدٍٚ يُٓى ٚحجٌٕ . رشجّٛ انكهت ثبنٓزح

. انكلاة ٔٚزثَٕٓب

Other metaphors may be rendered by some equivalent ones from the Arabic TL culture, e.g. In a 

conference on justice, or press conference about justice a speaker may say: 'The Wheel of justice turns 

slowly.' 

In French, this unit will be conveyed by: 'La roue de la justice tourny lentement ‘which is a suitable 

equivalent. 

And Arabic interpretation may be literal one as follows: 

 ‟ردٔر ػجهخ انؼدانخ ثجطء„

Or an interpreter may render the English unit by:  

 'سُٛصز انًزؤ ٔنٕ ثؼد حٍٛ'

Which means: (You will have justice, even latter on) 

Instead of giving a literal interpretation such as:  

 'إٌ ػجهخ انؼدانخ ردٔر ثجطء'

We see here that metaphors interpreting may cause and raise problems, be difficult to interpret for 

the raisons the researcher has given here-above, and which are not exhaustive. 

7.7. Oxymoron 

This figure of speech, announces that there is a contradiction as regard to the words used to convey it. 

In case of being interpreter in an international conference, that discusses international trade and other 

items like sending troupes to a certain area to keep peace, one may translate simultaneously units like: 

- The organisation shall send peace keeping 'force'. 

The Oxymoron, appears from the contradiction that emerges as regard to the words 'peace' and 

'force'. As if the speaker at the said conference says there will be peace but by deploying and using 
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force. Anyway, words such as these mentioned here in the above paragraph could be translated in 

French as follows: 

- L‘organisation va envoyer une force pour le maintien de la paix' or 'Force de maintien de la 

paix'. Here the word 'keep' is rendered, in French, by a linguistic equivalent: 'maintien' despite the 

fact that the term in the SL is not „maintain‟. Likewise, the Arabic language proceed by linguistic 

equivalencies:  “سززسم انًُظًخ قٕح نحفظ انسلاو” 

The researcher draws the attention of the trainee interpreter that this figure of speech looks like the 

irony, in some way. Because the speaker uses contradictory terms to designate an idea or a concept. 

In the United Nations meetings, mainly those on conflict matters, a certain speaker may use oxymoron 

to develop his/her speech, e.g: 

This speaker may use the words: 'Peace keeping forces' 

In a similar situation, an interpreter proceeds by two modalities: 

 Rendering the oxymoron by an equivalent in the TL. 

 Using a metaphor like the Arabic compound word: انقجؼبد انشرق  

While the French interpreter designating the agents and soldiers of the UN by the words: 'Casques 

Bleus‘. 

7.8. Euphemism 

In this type of figure of speech, the speaker aims at conveying and idea or information, politely, or in 

a pleasant manner. Examples are the following: 

Talking in a sign language meeting or conference, someone may use words like 'non-hearing people' 

instead of 'deaf‘, or describe the people as 'People of special needs‘. 

Sometimes, a speaker may use the word 'non-seeing‘ to refer to a 'blind‘ person. 

The word „blind‟ can be rendered in French by: 'non-voyant’ instead of 'aveugle’, and the term ‘non 

hearing person’  by:  'sourd'. 

In the Arabic language it can be translated by linguistic equivalents: „أػًٗ„  ٔ ‟اصى‟  

The word „ثصٛز‟ means:  'person with good sight or of insight'. Here the role of euphemism is to 

lighten the heart of the concerned people. The direct and literal translations cause embarrassment. 

These words, such as 'blind' should be rendered by interpreters by euphemism or as such to avoid 

embarrassing the audience and the handicapped people concerned by these calamities. 

The interpreter who works from time to time with religious men, charity Organisations, benevolent 

people etc … encounters euphemism a lot. E.g. 

Sometimes it is necessary to give the information directly, mainly when a speaker talks about armed 

forces or Universities etc… and say: 

'The name of Mr. X is not on the list.' 

The French interpreter may render it by: “Son nom ne figure pas sur la list”  

And in the Arabic language: „ طزد’أٔ ‘ رفد’: رفغ اسى فلاٌ يٍ انقٕائى ثدل ػٍ اسزؼًبل كهًخ  

However, as interpreter since the 1980s, the author suggests, here in this case, a direct translation with 

clear words to avoid miss-understanding. For example, in Arabic the interpreter should say:  

  "رفع اسمً مه القىاام: " م يمكه أن يييي إن  ان لً الىوت واالالاً " لم يىجح"أو 

.." رفد فلان أو طرد "  

7.9. Onomatopoeia 

An onomatopoeia word is that used to sound like what it is denoting and describing. However, 

this simple idea may be a complicated one, once we are in front of words of different cultures. The 

sound that may be ordinary and normal and describing a certain sound in a source language (SL), 

may be in a TL, another one, bizarre and not describing or referring to the same sound. 

Traditional words that describe some sounds in one SL and are described by other sounds in a 

TL, despite the fact that in the nature it is the same sound, we have the following ones. Famous 

examples are: 
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The voice of the cock in the English language is as follows: Cocoricodule.  

And in the French language: Cocorico. 

While in the Arabic language as: „الله اكجز‟   - „ .أع ػٕٔٔٔٔ’أٔ   

Imagine that an interpreter listens to a speaker who imitates the sound of objects falling down, and 

this speaker wanted to focus on the destroyed object and the effect and said: 

“These objects of the antiquity have fallen. They made a noise herd by hundred people, even 

thousands! 'Baaaang‘ Bung‘, 'crakkkk‘. 

The interpreter may proceed by many ways: 

 Making the same sound of the SL to express the onomatopoeia, or 

 Conveying it with an equivalent sound in the TL. 

 Or giving the idea by using adjectives describing the massive destruction that happened, but in 

words not in onomatopoeia. 

 A forth solution is to skip the sounds and interpret only the sentences or units according to the 

meaning that they suggest. 

8. SUMMARY, FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SOLUTIONS 

All through this study and analysis, the researcher found out that interpreting figures of 

speech constitutes a big difficulty. Some interpreters could find translating the figures of speech 

analysed herein above difficult. The literature review and the scientific analysis conducted in this 

study revealed that there are divergences and different points of view as regard to the translation 

of the figures of speech. 

8.1. Some Solutions of the Problems Underlined, Here-above, by the Researcher 

It is important to point out the problem either it is lexical, stylistic, grammatical or else, then suggests 

a solution according to the SL and the TL characteristics and specifications. In the case of the figures 

of speech, it is always the literal translation that causes a problem. The interpreter should look deep in 

his culture and knowledge to suggest a similar equivalent for the interpretation despite the fact that 

he/she may not have enough time to suggest a suitable equivalent figure of speech. Nevertheless, all 

languages, in particular, the UN working languages, could have similar metaphors or messages close 

to those of the SL, to convey by figures of speech, despite the challenging matter of interpreting them. 

To avoid such problems, the interpreter should fulfil, know and have the following: 

 Rules: There should be ruled to avoid literal translation as well as word-for-word interpretations. 

This is governed by the rules of grammar and the structure of the SL, as well as the cultural rules 

that prohibit using taboo words, blasphemy attitudes or terms, words that hurts the listeners, etc… 

 Knowledge: To have a good and deep knowledge of both languages concerned in the interpreting 

process. 

 Culture: To learn by heart many proverbs, idioms, metaphors, and other figures of speech of 

his/her working languages. In our case: The English/French/Arabic languages. 

 To be a Real Retour Interpreter: Which means being capable of rendering the meaning of the 

speech of the SL instantly as if the target language TL is his/her mother tongue. By so doing, to 

be able to reduce the effect of the mother language while interpreting. 

 Anticipation: To proceed by anticipation in case the context of the speech permits it. 

 Skipping: To skip any figure of speech not understood, being sure the speaker will develop 

his/her idea later on, and by so doing the interpreter may come back and interpret the skipped 

figure of speech by compensation, which means to fill in the gap or the items skipped previously. 

 Usage of equivalencies: Comprehending and understanding: To make the audience 

understand the message: In case of miss-understanding of a translated figure of speech, for any 

reason, the interpreter should think immediately of an equivalent unit or image such as proverbs 

or any other cluster, cliché, or idiomatic equivalent that answers the idea or colour (underlying 

meaning) intended to convey by the speaker to the listeners. 
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